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James·
149cc
-s-c4.
scooter---

specificQtion

ENGINE: AMC-Villiers 149 cc (55 x 62mm) two-stroke. Compression ratio,

7

to

I.

IGNITION and LIGHTING: Wipac flywheel magneto with direct-lighting
coils for head and tail lamps. Battery (for horn and stop lamp) charged
throug� rectifier.

TRANSMISSION: Vi/U= four�P•r:d gear bo• with rocking.pedal control.
Ratios: top. 6.08; third, '7.71; 10cond, 10.81; bottom, 17.86 t.o I. Prfmary
and .Pna/ drlvu by ch<T.irl.
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular frame with prcssr:,J-neel bodywork, Pivoted
front fork. controJ/ed by $inglc tens/on �pring and separate damper. Pivoted
reor fork· with two sprfng-and-hydraulic units. Seat. and �ccring-heod ,locks
standard.
TYRES: Dunlop 3.50 >I 12.in.
WEIGHT: 278 _lb, Including /Jal( a gallon of petroil.
PRICE: £129. 12.s, in_du;ding Briti.sh 'purd)aso tax.
ROAD TAX: £1 o'year.
MAKERS: Jamts Mot.or <i:yc/es, Led, Gourh Rood, Greet, Birmingham, 11.

THIS one hasn't a fancy title. It-isn't the James Comet
or Cadet. It isn't the James anything-in-particu1ar; just
the SC4 scooter, but it stands out from the generai
run of scooters on several counts.
For a .start, the hefty (liin-ctia.) fube frame is carried
round the outer edges of the weathershield and floor.
So if you do drop the model it isn't likely to suffer much
harm.
Then there's the 'engine. Same AMC-Villiers job
that powers the Cadet motor cycle, but here installed with
the cylinder horizontal and facing forwax-d -under the
floor.
So you. get good weight dis
For a one-fifty, the ppwer
tribution-and at the same
unit has punch in plenty,
time the vacant- space inside
spread nicely through the
the rear bodywork serve as a
range, not concentrated at th.e
useful, lr,ckable bin in which 'top end. That's a boon in
to dump helmet and gloves at
hilly districts or for passenger
the end of a ride.
carrying.
All right, but with the
Moreover, it allows the
engine in that position isn't the scooter to hold its place in a
plug vulnerable on wet days?
traffic stream without 'much
Phooey! There's a big rubber need for chasing up and down
flap on the tail of the front the gear box. Ease back to 20
mudguard.
mph in top and there's still
We've had rain enough re urge enough to pull away
cently, goodness knows, but it
strongly when the occasion
didn't cause the James to miss offers.
a beat. Nor did a careful
It's the familiar Villiers
crossing of the 3in-deep ford four-speed box on the SC4,
near my home drown the with third and top ratios set
engine.
relatively close. Third can
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